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Assignment for Class: 7th                 Session: 2021-2022 

Assignment: IA1 

SUBJECT: ENGLISH 

 

CHAPTER NO. 1: “THE SELFISH GIANT” 

 
Q1. Why did spring not come to the Giant’s garden? 

Ans. Spring did not come to the Giant‟s garden because he was selfish and did not allow the 

children to play in his garden. 

 

Q2. What did Frost and Snow do in the garden?  

Ans. The Frost and Snow decided to live all the year round in the garden. The Snow covered 

up the grass with her great white cloak, and the Frost painted all the trees silver. They also 

invited the North Wind to stay with them. 

 

Q3. What made the spring finally visit the garden?  

Ans. The spring finally visited the garden when it saw the children playing in the garden 

again. 

 

Q4. “How selfish I have been!” From this statement we know that the Giant has 

realized his mistake. 

a. What was his mistake?  

Ans. The Giant‟s mistake was that he did not let children play in his garden. 

b. What made him realize his mistake?  

Ans. The fact that the Giant‟s garden was visited by the Spring only when it saw the children 

playing in the garden again made the Giant realize his mistake. 

 

Q5. How do we know that the Giant sincerely felt sorry for his action  

Ans. We know that the Giant sincerely felt sorry for his action as he knocked down the wall 

of his garden and told the children that it was their garden. 

 

 
CHAPTER NO. 2: “GOVINDA'S DISCIPLE” 

 

Summary: The poem “ Govinda‟s Disciple” composed by Rabindranath Tagore deals with 

the relationship between Govinda, the master and his disciple, Raghunath. In this poem, the 

poet makes us realise the virtues of spiritualism over materialism. The poet criticizes the 

materialistic nature of humans.  

Govinda sits on a rock by the bank of river Ganga. He teaches his disciple, Raghunath the 

importance of spiritual knowledge. Raghunath presents a pair of studded gold bangles to his 

master. The master isn‟t happy with the gift. He takes one of the bangles and starts twirling it 

round his finger. Suddenly, the bangle slips from his hand and rolls down into the river. As 

Raghunath plunges into the water to recover it, Govinda starts reading a book. The bangle 

gets lost in the river. 

As the sun sets, the disciple comes up and begs his master to show him the place where the 

bangle disappeared. To his shock, the master throws the remaining bangle into the river in 

reply and tells him that is where it went. 
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Q1. Describe the place where Govinda sat reading the scriptures. 

Ans. Govinda sat on a rock by the banks of the river Ganga. Around the place were hills 

covered by thick forests. The hills had deep cuts made by torrential rains. 

 

Q2. What did Raghunath do when Govinda threw the bangles into the river? What does 

this tell you about Raghunath?  

Ans. When Govinda threw the bangles into the river, Raghunath jumped after it in the river. 

This shows that to Raghunath wealth meant everything. 

 
CHAPTER NO. 3: “BRAVO MANJU!” 

 

Q1. How were Manjula's hands different?  

Ans. Manjula‟s hands were different because she had just two fingers on each hand. 

 

Q2. What presents did she get for her birthday?  

Ans. Manjula received a set of artist‟s watercolors, a book „Painting, Step by Step' and three 

watercolor brushes. 

 

Q3. Why did Manjula decide to give up painting and take up cooking? 

Ans. Manjula decided to give up painting when she overheard her father saying that she could 

not be an artist because of her hands. He had suggested that she should take up something 

useful like cooking or stitching.  

 

Q4. How did her mother and brother esncourage her to continue painting? 

Ans. Manjula‟s mother reminded her of her potential and encouraged her to fight. Amol, her 

brother, placed a newspaper cutting on her table, hoping that it would inspire Manjula to 

continue painting.  

 

Q5. Who kept the newspaper cutting on Manjula’s table and why? 

Ans. Amol, Manjula‟s brother, kept the newspaper cutting on her table hoping that the 

inspirational story of Richard Belanger would encourage her to continue painting.  

 

Q6. Why did the Richard Belanger’s life story inspire Manjula?  

Ans. Richard Belanger had artificial feet and yet, he played football against the odds. His 

story was similar to Manjula‟s whose hands were different.  His success resorted Manjula‟s 

faith in her abilities and encouraged her to fight to learn painting. 

 

 
WRITING SKILLS 

 
● DIARY ENTRY: A diary entry is a personal piece of writing about your day to day 

experiences and events. It may be written in a few lines or in a few pages, depending on how 

much you want to write. Since a diary entry is personal and informal, there is no set format to 

write it. Yet, it must contain the date, the time and place of making the entry. 

_________________ 

Imagine that your final exams got over today.  You got together with your friends in the 

evening and made plans for the short break ahead. Write a diary entry about your day. 
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Saturday, 20 January 2020                             9 PM 

Dear Diary  

Today was my Science exam, this session‟s last exam. I was a little nervous in the morning, 

but as soon as I began writing it, I was fine. My friends and I couldn‟t wait to get out of the 

classroom when the paper was over. The exams were finally over! We were all so happy!  

Later in the evening we met again. This Saturday, my parents are taking my friends and me 

for a movie in the evening. We might plan a picnic for next week. This break is going to be 

great.  

(Your name) 

 

COMPOSITION 
“Discipline” 

Discipline, according to dictionary means, the training of mind and character of a person to 

observe self-control of habits of obedience to the superiors, seniors, or to the established 

authority. Man is born free. Why then should he bind himself with do's and don‟ts? Is 

discipline absolutely necessary?  In order to find an answer to these questions, we have to 

look at the natural scheme of things around ourselves. 

Discipline is the basic necessity of life. The proper growth of life is impossible if there is no 

discipline in it. Discipline is necessary in every sphere of life. It is necessary in schools, 

homes and colleges. Students should be respectful to their teachers and classmates. Discipline 

is necessary for social and national life. It includes mutual help and cooperation. We 

shouldn‟t hate discipline thinking that it puts some curb on liberty. Discipline should be self-

imposed. It should come from within. Self-discipline is necessary for health and for progress 

in life. By observing discipline, we can make our lives bright. One should observe discipline 

in small things of life. Punctuality is a form of discipline. Good manners are a mark of 

discipline.  

Discipline costs nothing but pays rich dividends. A team of an army which is strongly 

disciplined is sure to achieve victory. In short, discipline is the key to success in all the 

spheres of life. Its value should never be underestimated.  
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SUBJECT:  SOCIAL SCIENCE  

(History)) 

INDIAN THE MEDIEVAL PERIOD 

 

TO BE ANSWERED IN 10-20 WORDS 

Q1: Name some literary sources of the medieval period. 

Ans: Some of the literary sources of the medieval period are manuscripts, chronicles, bark of 

birch trees, palm leaves. 

 

Q2: Name three foreign travellers who visited India during the medieval period. 

Ans. The three foreign travellers who visited India during the medieval period were Al-

Masudi, Al -Biruni and Ibn- Battuta. 

 

Q3. Give two examples of archaeological sources from the medieval period. 

Ans. The two examples of archaeological sources from the medieval period are monuments 

and Coins. 

 

Q4. What was the new invention used for irrigation called? 

Ans. The new invention for irrigation was called 'Persian Wheel‟. 

 

Q5. Who wrote Akbar Nama? 

Ans. Akbar Nama was written by Abul Fazl. 

 

TO BE ANSWERED IN 50-70 WORDS 

Q1. What are Chronicles? 

Ans. A Chronicle is a historical account of facts and events. These facts and events are 

recorded in a chronological sequence. It can be in the form of prose or poetry; 

which sometimes includes legendary material. Some examples of Chronicles are: Tuqhluq 

Nama, Tuzk-i-Baburi, Shah Nama etc. 

 

Q2. What new technology was brought into India during the medieval period and 

how did it bring about economic change in the society? 

Ans. During medieval Period, India witnessed a flow of people from outside. These 

brought with them new forms of technology like: Persian wheel was introduced in 

agriculture, Spinning wheel was used to weave clothes more easily, firearms were used for 

combat and paper was introduced for writing. All these things made economy of India 

better as goods and services were being produced much easily than earlier. 

 

Q3. What kind of information can be obtained from archaeological sources of 

medieval Period? 

Ans. Archaeological sources of medieval period provide us immense information about the 

period. These can depict the socio-cultural as well as political history of those times. They 

can say a lot about the societies, people, work culture, the political stability or instability 

etc. Besides, these sources can provide us information about the economic condition of 

the   nation. 

 

Q4. What is Tripartite Struggle? Among which kingdoms did it take place? 

Ans. Tripartite Struggle is the conflict among the recurring conflicts that took place during 

early medieval period. It was a struggle for increasing the areas of regions. It took place 

among Palas, Pratiharas and Rashtrakutas. 
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TO BE ANSWERED IN 80-100 WORDS: 

Q1. Name any 4 important writings of the period and say which rulers reign the  

writings describe. 

Ans. The four important writings of the medieval period which state the rule of a specific 

ruler can be listed as under: 

 'Rehla' was written by Moorish traveller named 'Ibn-Battuta'. This book describes 

the reign of 'Mohammad Bin Tuqhluq' along the geographical, economic and 
social conditions of India during that time. 

 'Akbar Nama' is a biographical writing of Akbar and his reign which was written 
by 'AbulFazl'. 

 'Tuzuk-i-Baburi' was written by 'Babur‟ which states the rule of Babur in India. 

 'Shahjahanama' was written by 'Inayat Khan' and describes the reign of 'Shah Jahan'. 

Q2. Name the kingdoms that emerged in the north and those that were established in 

south. 

Ans. During early medieval period there was a constant and recurring conflict between 

various regions. This was the struggle which led to the emergence of new kingdoms. In the 

Southern part of India, Cholas emerged as a powerful kingdom. In North India, Delhi 

Sultanate and Mughal Empire were created by Sultans of Delhi and Mughals respectively. 

 

Q3. Why was India known as 'Bharat’? How did it come to be known as Hindustan? 

How did Babur describe India? 

Ans. The name Bharat has been an inspirational title/name given to India. It was derived 

from Mahabharat‟s ruling character 'Bharata'. However, with the establishment of Sultans 

and Mughals in India, it was called 'Hindustan‟. However, 'Hindustan‟ didn't connote the 

same meaning as today. Babur described India as Hindustan in his book 'Baburnama' and 

describes its geography, fauna and culture of the inhabitants. He also described the greatness 

of the subcontinent and wrote that Hindustan is extensive, full of men and produce. 
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 (Geography)) 

OUR ENVIRONMENT 

 

TO BE ANSWERED IN 10-20 WORDS 

Q1. What do you mean by term 'environment’? 

Ans. Environment can be referred to the surroundings within which plants, animals 

and  human live. 

 

Q2. What are the constituents of hydrosphere? 

Ans. Hydrosphere consists of water bodies like: Oceans, Seas, Rivers, Lakes, Ponds etc. 

 

Q3. What is the significance of Biosphere? 

Ans. Biosphere is significant because living beings exist in it. These range from micro- 

organisms to huge plants and animals as well as humans. 

 

Q4. What do you understand by human Environment? 

Ans. The part of environment composed and comprised of human beings along with their 

activities    and social and political conditions is called human environment. 

 

TO BE ANSWERED IN 50-70 WORDS 

Q1. Give a comparison of the physical environment and biological environment. 

Ans. The comparison between Physical and Biological Environment     can be put as: 

 Physical environment comprises of abiotic or non-living components, while as, 

biological Environment comprises of biotic components. 

 Physical environment derives its energy from natural resource like Sun, 

while as, biological Environment gets energy from physical Environment. 

 The example of physical environment is land, water, air; white as, biological 
environment's examples are: human beings, plants, animals etc. 

 

Q2. How is lithosphere useful to us? 

Ans. Lithosphere is the outer most layer of Earth which has got immense uses like: 
 It is the layer of Earth which is covered by water (71%) which is very useful for 

living creature. 

 The land of this layer is used for agriculture and human settlements. 

 It consists of a variety of rocks and minerals which are valuable for human beings. 

 

Q3. What is the importance of the hydrosphere? 

Ans. Hydrosphere comprises of water bodies existing on the surface of Earth. Water 

is important for survival of living creatures and thus is hydrosphere. Some uses can be 

listed as: 

 It supports life on Earth. 

 Fresh water is used for domestic and agricultural consumption. 

 It is used to generate electricity. 

 It is used as means of transport. 

 

Q4. Why do human beings modify their environment?  
Ans. Humans modify their environment in order to fulfill their needs and 

requirements. This modification is done through various activities like: farming, 

grazing, mining, lumbering, industrial establishment and construction.  
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TO BE ANSWERED IN 80-100 WORDS: 

Q1. Explain with suitable examples, the interaction between the physical and 

biological environment? 

Ans. Physical and Biological Environment are interrelated and therefore interact with each 

other. The interaction between the two can be stated as: 

Interdependence of biological environment on physical environment:- 

Physical environment derives its energy from Sun; this solar energy changes the landform 

and which ultimately sustains biological component. E.g. Solar energy helps in sustaining 

plants and these plants sustain animals. 

Interdependence of physical environment on biological environment:- 

Physical environment begets its major component from trees i.e. Oxygen. Besides, 

animals dig the soil which ultimately makes it loose and thereby fit for agricultural 

practice. 

 

Q2. Describe the composition of t h e  atmosphere and mention the uses of its 

constituent gases. 

Ans. Atmosphere is the layer of air wrapping up the Earth. It is composed of Nitrogen, 

Oxygen, Carbon Dioxide and other small gases like Argon, Helium and Ozone. 

Uses of atmospheric gases: 

 Oxygen is important for living beings to breathe in. 

 Nitrogen maintains the fertility of soil. 

 CO2 helps plants to produce food in collaborating with sunlight. 

 Ozone gases protect living creatures from harmful radiations. 

 Water vapor helps in precipitation 
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(Civics)) 

DEMOCRACY AND EQUALITY 

 

TO BE ANSWERED IN 10-20 WORDS: 

Q1. Is universal adult franchise important in a democracy? 

Ans. Yes, universal adult franchise is important in a democracy because it ensures that all 

people are treated equally. 

 

Q2. What steps has the government taken to ensure equal opportunities in private 

schools? 

Ans. In order to ensure equal opportunities in private schools, the government in some 

states has made it mandatory for the private schools to provide some seats to the 

economically backward groups. 

 

Q3. What is a Mid-day Meal Scheme? 

Ans. Mid-day meal is a scheme launched by the government of India on 15 Aug 1995 to 

provide elementary education and ensure nutrition for the children of the disadvantaged 

groups. 

 

Q4. What is Universal adult franchise? 

Ans. Universal adult franchise ensures that all people have right to vote and equal rights to 

choose their representatives. 

 

Q5. Name some of the social inequalities that exist in India. 

Ans. Some of the social inequalities happening in India are caste system, female 

infanticide, female foeticide, dowry system and untouchability. 

 

ANSWER THE FOLLOWING QUESTIONS IN 50-70 WORDS 

Q1. What does Article 15 of the Indian constitution state? 

Ans.  

1. The state shall not discriminate against any citizen on grounds of religion, race, caste, 

sex, and place of birth or any of them. 

2. Nothing in this article shall prevent the state from making any special provision for 

women and children. 

 

Q2. How has the Mid-day Meal Scheme benefitted people? 

Ans. Mid-day meal scheme is a popular scheme launched by the government of India on 

15 Aug 1995. The purpose of this scheme is to provide elementary education to all children 

and at the same time to ensure nutrition for the children of the disadvantaged groups. The 

scheme has led to a significant rise in the number of girl students and the enrolment of a 

number of poor children. The programmes also help to reduce caste distinctions as children 

of both upper castes and lower castes have the meal together. 

 

Q5. How Civil Rights Movement did begin? 

Ans. In the USA, people of African origin have long been subjected to unequal and unjust 

treatment. Rosa Parks, an African- American woman, on 1
st
 December 1955 became 

instrumental in starting an agitation against the discriminatory practices. One fateful 

day, while she was returning after a long and tiring day‟s work, she refused to give her seat 

to a white man. Her refusal started a huge agitation against the fair skinned. This came to 

be known as the Civil Rights Movement. 
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ANSWER THE FOLLOWING QUESTIONS IN 80-100 WORDS 

Q1. Explain the causes of inequality in India with examples. 

Ans: In India inequality is perpetuated through differences in incomes. Other forms of 

inequality also exist in India. The most common form of social inequality in India is the caste 

system. The scheduled castes or dalits have long been treated unequal even today in many 

places in India they are denied access to facilities like potable water, temples, education and 

employment. 

 

Q2 .Discuss the merits of the Midday Meal Scheme. 

Ans .The merits of the Midday meal Scheme are; 

1. More children begin to attend the classes so that they can get to eat food. 

2. During the break, sometimes the children went to home to eat and didn't come back to 

school. But now, as the mid - day meal program has started, their attendance has 

improved. 

3. This scheme removes differences between different castes and people of middle class 

and lower class as everybody sit together to eat.  

4. Women and people from economically disadvantaged sections have been employed as 

cooks and assistants. 

5. The scheme has led to a significant rise in the number of girl students. 
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SUBJECT: SCIENCE 
 

CHAPTER: NUTRITION IN PLANTS 

 

A: SHORT ANSWER TYPE QUESTIONS 

Qno1: What are the raw materials required for photosynthesis? 

Ans: The raw materials required for photosynthesis are enlisted as under: Carbon dioxide and 

Water. In addition, plants also need Chlorophyll and Sunlight. 

 

Qno2: What is Chlorophyll? 

Ans: Chlorophyll is a green pigment present in the leaves of plants, which traps sunlight. 

 

Qno3: Name the products of photosynthesis. Also give the equation for photosynthesis. 

ANS: The products of photosynthesis are: Glucose and Oxygen. 

The process of photosynthesis can be represented by the following equation: 

  

  CO2   + H2O     C6H12O6 +O2. 

 

Qno4: What mode of nutrition do lichens show? Name two species in lichens. 

Ans: Lichens exhibit symbiotic mode of nutrition in which there is close association between 

two different plants. Fungi and Algae are two species in Lichens. 

 

Qno5: Name the different nutrients and minerals that plants require for proper growth. 

Ans: Plants require nutrients such as carbon, hydrogen, oxygen, nitrogen and minerals like 

phosphorous, iron, potassium and calcium for proper growth. 

 
B: LONG ANSWER TYPE QUESTIONS 

Qno1: Describe the importance of photosynthesis. 

Ans: Photosynthesis is a physio-biochemical process for sustaining life on earth. In this 

process, solar energy gets converted into chemical energy and that stored chemical energy 

flows in food chain through herbivores, carnivores and omnivores. Photosynthesis also plays 

an important role in maintaining atmospheric carbon dioxide and oxygen ratio.  

During photosynthesis, plants absorb carbon dioxide and release oxygen to atmosphere. All 

living organisms need oxygen for their survival. Hence the two basic requirements for 

supporting life on earth i.e. food and oxygen are produced by plants through photosynthesis. 

 

Qno2: Describe insectivorous plants. Explain with examples the insectivorous mode of 

nutrition. 

Ans: The plants that derive their nourishment from insects are known as Insectivorous plants. 

These are green plants that grow in soil and lack minerals and nutrients, essential for their 

proper growth. In order to obtain these nutrients, plants trap insects. 

The insectivorous mode of nutrition can be explained by citing the example of plant Venus 

flytrap. When an insect lands on the hinged leaves of this plant, it snaps shut, trapping insect. 

In addition, overlapping teeth-like structures on the leaf prevent the insect from escaping. 

 

Qno3: Describe two examples of saprophytic mode of nutrition. 

Ans: The two examples of saprophytic mode of nutrition are enlisted as under: 

 

 

1: Indian pipe: It is a waxy, white plant about 4-10 inches tall. Its leaves and flowers lack 

chlorophyll. Hence it cannot synthesize its own food. In order to obtain food, it grows in 

shady woods and feeds on decaying plant matter. 
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2: Mushroom: It exhibits saprophytic mode of nutrition and feeds on dead and decaying 

organic matter. It converts simple organic substance into inorganic forms. 

 

Qno4: Explain the symbiotic relationship between rhizobium and pea plant. 

ANS: A bacterium called Rhizobium, shows symbiotic association with pea plant. Rhizobium 

lives in the root nodules of pea plant where it fixes or converts atmospheric nitrogen into 

nitrates, which in turn are utilized by pea plant for its nourishment. The pea-plant in return 

provides shelter and nutrition to the bacteria. 

 

Qno5: Describe two methods by which a farmer can replenish soil nutrients. 

ANS: The two methods by which a farmer can replenish soil nutrients are: 

1: Planting pea and bean plants alternately with other crops. 

 Rhizobium present in the root nodules of such plants converts atmospheric nitrogen into 

water soluble forms that are absorbed by the plant along with water. After harvest, the 

leguminous plants are allowed to decompose in the soil, releasing nitrogenous compounds. 

2: Adding fertilizers containing nitrogen and minerals to the soil. 

 
CHAPTER: NUTRITION IN ANIMALS 

 

A: SHORT ANSWER QUESTIONS 

Qno.1: What is chewing? Describe the two sets of teeth in humans. 

Ans: Chewing also known as mastication, is the process of grinding and crushing of food by 

teeth. It is the first step of digestion. By breaking food into smaller pieces, it increases surface 

area of food so that it can be more efficiently broken down by enzymatic action. 

Humans have two sets of teeth: 

1: Milk teeth: It is a set of early teeth in children amounting to 20 which fall out as the 

permanent teeth emerge i.e. by the age of six. 

2: Permanent teeth: It is a set of thirty two teeth, sixteen in each jaw. They usually appear 

after the milk teeth fall off. They are of four types: Incisors, canines, pre-molars and molars. 

 

Qno.2: Explain how salivary glands help in digestion.  

Ans: Salivary glands are present inside the mouth which secretes saliva. Saliva contains 

digestive juices that digest the starch present in food into simpler sugars. It also softens the 

food and makes it easier to swallow. 

 

Qno.3: Explain how liver and gall bladder help in digestion? 

Ans: Liver is a large reddish brown organ present inside the body which plays an important 

role in the process of digestion. It secretes complex fluid called bile. Bile contains bile salts 

and bile acids which are responsible for emulsification of fat. Gall bladder on the other hand 

acts as a storage site for the bile juice secreted by the liver. 

 

Qno.4: Explain how pancreas helps in digestion. 

Ans. Pancreas is a leaf- shaped organ located in abdomen. It plays a vital role in digestion by 

secreting pancreatic juices into duct. Pancreatic juices contain enzymes which aid in the 

partial digestion of carbohydrates, fats and proteins. 

 

Qno.5: How are nutrients utilized by the body? 

Ans. The process by which the absorbed nutrients are utilized by the body for providing 

energy is called assimilation. The nutrients are utilized by the body as follows: 

1. Glucose combines with oxygen in the cells to release energy. 

2. Amino acids help in growth and repair. 
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3. Fatty acids, vitamins, minerals and water are essential for various functions of the 

body. 

B: LONG ANSWER QUESTIONS 

Qno.1: Describe the different types of teeth found in a human adult’s jaw. Give the 

functions of each type. 

Ans: Humans are heterodonts. They develop two set of teeth- Milk teeth and Permanent teeth. 

Milk teeth are a set of 20 teeth, 10 in each jaw. Permanent teeth are a set of 32 teeth, 16 in 

each jaw. 

Human teeth can be classified into four specific types: 

1: Incisors are sharp edged teeth. They are four in number. 

 Incisors are used for cutting and biting. 

2: CANINES are pointed teeth. They are two in number. 

 Canines are used for grasping and tearing the food. 

3: Pre-molars are flat teeth. There are four pre-molars. 

 Pre-molars are used for chewing and crushing the food. 

4: Molars have wide grinding surface. There are six molars. 

 Molars help in grinding the food. 

 

Qno2: Describe the small intestine. Explain the process of digestion in the small 

intestine. 

ANS: Small intestine is a highly coiled, about 7m long tube in the digestive system present 

below the stomach. It absorbs 90% of nutrients from the food we eat. It is divided into 3 

major regions: 

 Duodenum 

 Jejunum 

 Ileum 

It plays vital role in digestion by secreting intestinal juice (from intestinal walls) and 

digestive juices (liver, gall bladder and pancreas). The interplay of intestinal and digestive 

juices causes the complete breakdown of food into simpler nutrients which are then absorbed 

by the walls of small intestine. 

 

Qno3:  What is absorption? Explain how absorption occurs in small intestine? 

Ans: The process by which the nutrients from the digested food are absorbed by the body is 

called absorption. Almost all absorption takes place from small intestine. The wall of the 

small intestine is folded into numerous folds or tiny finger like projections called the Villi. 

There are about five to six million Villi in the small intestine. Each villus has a network of 

blood vessels in it. The villi increase the surface area for absorption so that the digested food 

is easily absorbed. Small intestine mainly absorbs glucose, amino acids and fatty acids. 

However the absorption of water takes place mainly in colon. 

 

Qno4:  Explain the process of digestion that takes place in the stomach of ruminants. 

Ans:  The herbivores that carry out rumination are called ruminants. The stomach of 

ruminants is divided into four chambers. From esophagus food enters the first chamber of the 

stomach, called rumen. The bacteria present in rumen help to break cellulose and partially 

digest the food. This partially digested food in the rumen is called Cud. This cud is passed 

onto the next chamber from where it is returned to the mouth for thorough chewing. This 

process is known as the chewing the cud. The re-chewed food is swallowed again and is 

passed onto the remaining chambers where further digestion takes place. 
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Qno.5: Explain the process of nutrition in amoeba. 

Ans: Amoeba is a single celled organism following holozoic mode of nutrition. It feeds on 

tiny food particles like microscopic plants and animals since amoeba is a unicellular 

organism, process of nutrition takes place through general body surface with the help of 

finger like projections called pseudopodia. The food particle is trapped inside the cavity 

called food vacuole which secretes digestive juices that break down the food and digest it. 

The digested food is readily absorbed and assimilated by the cell. The undigested food 

remains in the food vacuole and is eventually pushed out of the cell. 

 

CHAPTER: ACIDS, BASES AND SALTS 

A: SHORT ANSWER QUESTIONS 

Qno1:  Differentiate between organic and mineral acids giving one example each. 

Ans: The main points of difference between organic and mineral acids are enlisted as under: 

Organic acids Mineral acids 

1: Organic acids are organic compounds 

essentially composed of carbon and 

hydrogen. 

1: Mineral acids are inorganic in nature 

essentially obtained from mineral sources. 

2: They dissolve poorly in water.  2: They dissolve fairly in water 

3: Examples include: lactic acid, citric acid  

etc. 

3: Examples include: hydrochloric acid, nitric 

acid etc. 

 

Qno2: What are alkalis? Give two examples. 

Ans: An alkali is a substance with pH value of more than 7. Alkalis form chemical salts on 

reaction with acids. Alkalis turn litmus paper blue and are slippery to touch. They are soluble 

in water. Examples include:  Sodium hydroxide and potassium hydroxide. 

 

Qno3: Name two indicators used in laboratories. 

ANS: The two indicators used in laboratories are: 

 Phenolphthalein 

 Methyl orange. 

Qno4: What is the pH number? 

Ans: The measure of an acidity or alkalinity of a water soluble substance or an aqueous 

solution is known as its pH value or pH number. It ranges from 1 to 14 wherein 

 1 indicates strongly acidic nature 

 7 indicates neutral and, 

 14 indicates strongly basic nature 

Qno5: What is a neutralization reaction? Give the equation. 

Ans: The reaction in which acids react with bases to form salts is called neutralization 

reaction. In this reaction, water and heat are also released. 

The equation for neutralization reaction can be shown as: 

  ACID+ BASE   SALT +WATER+ HEAT 

  HCL + NaOH                 NaCl  + H2O  +  HEAT 

 
B: LONG ANSWER QUESTIONS: 

Qno1: Name some properties and uses of acids. 

Ans: An acid may be defined as a substance that donates H
+
 ions in aqueous solutions. The 

term acid is derived from the Latin word “ACERE” which means sour. The substances that 

contain acids are called acidic substances. 

The properties of acids are as under: 
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 Acids are sour to taste and are corrosive in nature. 

 Acids are soluble in water 

 Acids react with metals to liberate hydrogen gas 

 Acids react with bases to form salt and water. 

The uses of acids are as under: 

 Hydrochloric acid is an important acid present in our stomach and helps in the process 

of digestion. 

 Acids are used in cleaning agents to clean sanitary ware and sinks 

 Acids are used in car batteries, manufacture of fertilizers and explosives 

 Acetic acid is commonly used in kitchen as vinegar for flavoring food. 

 

Qno2: Name some properties and uses of bases. 

Ans: Bases may be defined as those substances that donate hydroxyl ions (OH
-
) in aqueous 

solution. They can accept H
+ 

ions. Bases give bitter taste to substances and are slippery to 

touch. The substances that contain bases are called basic substances. 

The properties of bases are as under: 

 Bases are bitter to taste and feel slippery to touch. 

 Strong bases are highly corrosive. 

 Bases that are soluble in water are called alkalis (sodium hydroxide). 

 They are mostly insoluble in water. 

The uses of bases are as under: 

 Bases e.g ammonia is commonly used fertilizer. 

 Calcium hydroxide is used in pesticides and white-wash. 

 Sodium hydroxide is used in the manufacture of papers, textiles, soaps and detergents. 

 Milk of magnesia (magnesium hydroxide) is an important laxative and antacid. 
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